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PREFACE

11

1975-76 was the last year for Innovation_Projects under Title III of the
xElSmentary and. Secondary EdUcation Act of 1965. New Jegislation-replaced it
but as the, old law terminated, State Departments of Education were forced to ,

dot out funds for just one year of effort. What could be. accomplished in one
y ? After several years of three-year projects, this was quite a challenge.
ortheevaluators, statewide, there was also a challenge, not so much to see

what could be done, because there would be few visible results within the year,
but to seevhow it was done. Haw did project directors:take hold of these
projets and steer them towards what they thought would be a worthwhile end?
We Cried to find out through long structured interviews 'Kith each of the
directors of those projects which had won the competition Zor the final year
of fUnds.

The State awarded thirty-three projects in the final year oikTitle III. 0
We got to talk to thirty-two of them as they were completing their work in

'0 the 4ighth and ninth month of atweIve-month cycle. We asked them to describe
their projects, to explain what they hoped would result from them in outcomes
for teachers, students, the community, and others; but we were most concerned
about how they did it, how theg conceived it in the first place, how they
planned, how they perceived their 'own roles, how they developed relationships
with various people and groups who would be important for success, how they ---'

acquired resources, how they solved problems, how they evaluated what they
were doing, and how they made sure that their efforts would last and would
spread to others.

!
Each nterview took abbut two hours, some less, some a lot more., We felt

that in mo t of them we really got to know the people who were directing this
work and they got to know us. In fact, they could have gone longer and it often.
seemed that we had both learned a 'great deal-; many expressed their apprecia-
tion for such an opportunity to take a long reflective loolc, at what happened
and especially how it happened. ,

The interviews, were partly very open, partly structured (see the sample
. schedule included in the appendix). Thus, they gave us an opportunity both to
_appreciate the uniquenesS'of: each and at the same time to compare some aspects
across projects. On content, there is littlewe can say except that the
variety is mind-boggling as well as exciting. But there are similarities ,and
these become obvious when we looat the process: This is ,what we will try to
convey to the reader 4n the following pages.

J 4



We focusedobr study on the role and experience of the p ect director
partly because of our own time and budgetary constraints. However, we
reasoned that directors typically playthe most role in innovation'
projects. There is one respbnsible person; insiders and outsiders tend to
look to this person for information, reassurances and guidance regarding most
3spects of a. project from start to finish. For better or for rse (we think
robably for better) the project director,,:therefore, symto zed and personi-
fied the project as a whole. .

-Given this fact, a second general finding is that all projects are
.engaged in a problem-solving effort for the educational community. In other

7 ,.. . .

words, there are some needs to which attention has..been drawn and an effort
is made to-acquire resources, ideas, facts, and solutions relevant to these
needs and to apply thqse resource to the needs with expectations%of positive
results.;

A third Conclusion is that this problem-solving doesn't occur in one fixed
:sequence; rather, there is a pattern which repeats itself, sometimes many times
before a project is completed. In fact, the more capacity a project hOs for
recycling, up-to-a-point, thg stronger the project, because there is mbre
responsiveness to changing needs, changing resources,, and changing perceptions
of what is possible. All projects go through at least ofe problem-solving

- cycle justin the process of,preparing a proposal. Very often, at State insist-
ence, this proposal is written up a second timeAequiring a second year cycle _

before final funding is made 'available. After funding has.terminated, there
are also probably many cycles but we dbviouS'ly did not have a chance to look
at them.

A fourth conclusion of this study is regarding the tasks of-the director
himself (herself). There are at leait four principal functions which must be
performed: the manager function, the facilitator-Coordinator, the communicator,
and the intellectual leader or creator (e.g., proposal and report writers).
Almost all directors assumed at least two of these functions; many assumed all
four. We expected ehit there would be considerpHe role strain due to iooth
the heavy load of work and.complexity of skill f implied by these functions
ancby thrmarginality and ambiguity associated with all new roles which don't
fit existing and traditio 1 stereotypes. On the surface, however, there was

4not zust evidence of suc role strain or at least of any undue suffering
resulting from it.

Of all 44s/h r responsibilities probably the most crucial is the develop -'
ment and mainte c of strong positive relationships between the project and
the rest of the syst most especially the superintendent and the school
bodYd. Mogt'project directors well appreciated this point but dome failed to
inspire a sense of commitment, belonging, and Ownership pf the project in "
these significant areas:

ii
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While almost 11 recognized their proje 6--as a'form of school district
problem-solving, v ry few went very far in a eSsing and analyzing district .

heeds before advocating their "solutions," and none had a 14atisfactory pro-
cedure for reassessing needs on a continuing basis. . A\

'--- Projects varied greatly in their willingness and ability to use knowl-
edge and technical resources from various sourpes. There was a'tendency to
think that what was needed for'the project was either already in hand or-
readily obtainable from a particular source. Hence, mbst projects did not

4..." engage in a serious search effort aM did not tapa very wide range"of leads
into the resource universe of American education.

)

.

A crucial question.for most projects was survival beyond the one year
funding period. It as clear that a very wide range of options exists for
continuation both f 4j racial and otter. Most projects sought continuation
through the same F qral program And most also sought increases and commit-

' meets from their / a/ distkict. The results were mixed. Continued local
support depended on many factors, some of which were entirely.outside the
control of the project-director. However, relationship to he community,
to the board, to the superintendent and others was a crucial matter over
Which he/she usually did have some control.

Projects also'used'a tremendous variety'of media to tell their story
both to. their4own district and to outsiders. Personal, group, print, and
electronic media strategies were used, usually in combination. LOtal news-
papers are probably the mostkcommon/ most accessible..medium for dissemination
and sometimes assierted in building .politiocal,support for the-project.

Finally it is'very difficult to make a ,b/anket judgment about the
."succes's" the program, partly because evaluation efforts are generally
feeble d oo narrowly focused toigive a full and fair picture clean the
bad or the good things that actually happened and resulted. Our inclination
is believe that the overea11 effort was overwhelmingly positive and vfry
much worthwhile:

J .
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I. THE DIRECTOR'S 'HOLE AND ROLE PERCEPT.

Tf

Aa ,important focus of this evaluation projectas the role of ,t116"

project director. Training activities'wereundertaken on the assumption-'

that the role was often ill-defined and misunderstood by both role occupants,

and the relevant others with whom the project director had to relate.

One way to conceive the role was as,another type of administrator

within the system or aa'angither kind of teacher or affother kind of counselor.

These more traditiOnal, more fully accepted, ana more fully understood roles

# are likely to serve as models or reference points for any new, emergent, or

'fuzzy roles that the system now fas to deal with. ,Furthermore, for many of

our project directors, these were the roles frOm which they, themselves, had?.

only recently emerged, and perhaps, the roles to whiCh they Could or would re-
.

.

turn'when the project was over for whatever re4son.

To explore the areas of role functions and role self-perceptions, two
.

questions were asked in the interviews. The first was simply: "How would you
A

define your role in the project?" The second as a listing of eleven role

-functions which was handed to the dirett r with the question:"What percentage

of youi time is spent on the foil ng roles?" Respondenll were reminded that

the,total might add up to more,than one hundred percent' since the roles weref
overlapping. They were also urged to provide fuller explanations of wftat work

they performed under each of the headings. To further check on the importance

of the role in the total work space, of the person, tae asked what percentagi-bf_

time was devoted to'project duties altogether. In response to this last ques-

tion, we found the followingpattern:

7
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1 TABLE 1
e

. TIME DEVOTED TO PROJECT

Time Devoted
to Project Number

100% 10
01, 90% 1-

..90% 1 .

75% 2 .

60% 2

50% 6

40% 2

35% 3

30%- 2

No codable response 2

I

Thus, roughly one-thitd are full7time and the other two-thirds cluster

around fifty percent. In any case,, it is evident that the project director -

role a serious part of the work life of all the people who Were interviewed.

Furthermor &, for many if not most it was a dominating and even all-consuming

activity which swallowed up much more time than was actually budgeted.

1

G.

Moving now to the kinds of activities which were mentioned as a part of

the role, it is clear that project directors are called upon to perform a very
.

large array of tasks. ft,will be convenient for clarity of presentation to

group the finding intq five clusters and to discuss the, open-ended question

and the eleven function list together. The five .patterns which seem to emerge

from the analysis are as follows:

A. The manager
j B. The factiitator

C. The communicator
- D. The creator

E. The "do -alli'

O.

A%
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A. The Mager

a
I

The largest category involved duties which traditionally are associated

with managing of directfhg

telling people what to do;

-seven mentions of activity

something, including making the key decisions and

in short, the "boss": There were a total of forty-
..

which seemed to fit this category. Some of these

corresponded exactly with the list which we later provided of eleven functions.

For these specified functions in the tables below we will also provide the

average percentage of time which project d;fectors.devote to the function:

TABLE 2

MANAGER - ROLL DIMENSIONS

Av9rage Per-
centage of Time Function

Director

Budget-books-bill's
37% Manager

Administrator
Planning
Staff recruitment
Purchasing-Ordering
materials

20% Key Decision Maker

Spontaneous
Mentions

8

7

'5 .

5 --

5
5

3

a

Other functions which reoeived mention and seemed to fit roughly into

this category were: "riding herd on consultants",,"clear bureauctacy",

"trouble shooter", "logisticA problems", and "safety".

*- .
Most project directors make it very clear that they feel responsible for

the project fiscally and in all other ways. In a few cases, this is seen as ,

a burden which was cast upon them by an unkind fate or by mismanagement and

shirking of responsibility further up the line, but more often it is or be-'.

comes a welcome challenge and a chance to dove up and _2u; of.tradit4onal

school roles.

-a- 3 - 9
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B. , 010e Ficil4ta.tor

Second in importance is the roleof "facilitator"; a term which we.'

use cd1r-the various activi'ies related to bringing people together wind .4*

helping\phem to do whatever.itAis that they are to do. For some, this role

was parMount and precluded functioning as the decision-maker or As'the one

who directs dthers. However,- for the majority the "manager" and the "facjli-

tator" roles eitheir overlapped or had to be performed at different stages of

the project. The Illowing'table tells,part of tie ry.

1.

TABLg 3

I FACILITATOR ROLE DIMENSIONS '

Average Per-
centage of time Function

Sponttneous
- Mentions

1 Coordinator 10'

Scheduling 4

17% .
Consultant i 3

Facilitator 2
. Problem 40.ver -1,2

12%. Catalyst 1
s.,

Other functions which seemed to fit this category were: "guiding and

/paving the weir", "orchestrating-ideas", "generating a team ", "chairperson to/'

keep things together",."working behind the scenes to smooth things", "assiat

in defining th6 problem", "walking with teachers ansi Students", and "forcing /

,people to deal with issues". Altogether, there were 33 spohtaneoua mentions

.of functions which fitted this category.
0

C. The Communicator

.
0

cA

Another very important \set of responsibilities related in One way -0(-----

another Ito communication; firfir tly, within the
'

Nroject. secondly, between the
,

project and the system; thirdl5r\, between the project and the community; and

finally, in some casX,'between\the project and a wider community of interest
\

-

among*ucators in other,school districts across the state and beyond-the Fite.

A

- 4 -
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It also appears that the communicator role becokes more salient and changes

as the project progresses through the year. As the next table illustr test,

the didensions of this role are potentially vast and extremely'complex)-re-'

quiring a great variety Of skills imdsingvery different media and-messages

to best advantage and in Orchestration.
.

TABLE 4

iOOMMUNICATOR.ROLE DIMENSIONS

-Average Per:-

centage of Time
Spontaneous'

Function 'Mentions

11% Disseminator ' 6

?ublie Relations/
publicity 6'

Resource'L 4

Liaison 3

Newspaper articles/press' .
1'

releases- 2

Links to state 2

/ ti

4'

Other activity descrilitions which seemed to fit this category were:

"communicator", 4salesman"',"linking project_inside and outside the system",

"brochure development", "creating audio-visual preSentations-on the project",

"runnincworkshops'_!, "newsletter" and "keeping the staff informed". Com-
\

municati4 activities were perhaps even more importadt .than tkOte figdres

indicate; but we will reserve much of diet discussion for the part of the re-

port which deals with dissemination as such.
-,

Altogether,, there were thirty-

',six spontaneous .Mention of role acti'kty in ,this category in response Ito the

open-ended questiod on role description, second only to the "managtr" catewy.

D.
4.

The Creator
A

.4 S:c

It was'as Obvious from many of the interviews that the projitt director-

viewed'him-or-herselfas th9 prime source of ideas for the project and the

one to ;Mom others would look fOr guidance and instruction as to what it was-

about. 'Theee weee eleven spontaneous, mentions which seemed to suggest

4i' \

- 5 -
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this in one way Or another. For exegete, fou4. stated that they were teachers
-

or trainers of teachdrs in-the bash substance of t'he project, atd this item.

' was rated as receiving all aver mtg 2.6%' apt the, direetpestime. 'Two
41-

cared that they werethe "solution providers2end thif category on the list..

wa&pted at,12% on the average by all project direciprs. Other spontaneous'

mentions which seemed to fit are: "instigator"; "trainer-of-trainers", "con-'

science, "visionary", and "guiding teachers to the'solution".
N .

v- 72- r

More' compelling evidence for the importance of.this role comes frbm
. . ...

thd,factthat about half the project directors wrote theproposals for their
.

. .

projecti, many pradtically alone. 'Even more are likely to have. been involved.

in writing the-proposals for next year's follow-on activities. These facti'

should be put together with other farts about the perception of thevraject
.1 Ne

as "innovative". Nearly half of those interviewed saw the'project as "a Very

\and unique concept as far 'as 1 know" (14 of the 30 frofe whom revasses.to °

uestionsWere Obteined). The' Other half (15 out of-30) sas(the Project

vas ,"new at feast as fat as my region or district is concerned". No',o5e stated'

that 'his /her project `was not innovative and. only one said .that "i as'only,

new as' far ea-the particular clierit group was concerned": Thus, it is Clear

that project direCtors;ai*,heavily involved in creating their projects and'

see their projects as creative. This may, partly explain the very high sense
%.

of involvement, responsibility, commitment to success, and commitment to con-q-,

.tin ation that typify. their attitudes.

E. pther Roles

In addition to the salient role dimensionft suggested/above, there were
.

pther functidns -which received significant' mention and these ire.id&tified
'I, ..

4
in the next table.

c

-.6
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TABLE 5

OTHER DIMSIONSOF THE pplEtToR's,AdLE

Average Per=
centage of Time

-
Spontaneous

, Function , . '. Mention

I,

,

11%
11% 010

,Internal evaluator,
Look for/sOlioit Itinds

.`Develop materials/modples.
,Soluff4on adapter

Solution implementor
Fteseazcher

4

4

,1 1

0

1

Other unclassifiable responses were: "1

duction%

F. - Thb.°Do-A21"

1 or

for new avenues" and "pro-

If would be misleading to say tharwefoundrfour distinct "'types" in

our analysis of roles. In fact, almost all project directors had duties which -,

'.covered, several sets of functions spreading acroSsthesetypes. 'A few were

.so'bold as to suggest,' that

--. the, old fashioned, ideas of

been discarded altogether.

.
b. . ..

they did eveything, leaving us.toiwondeiWhether

division of labor A 'ofdelegation of authority hsd,
..

In response to the bpin-ended question: "HOw,woUld

,/you define your role?" we received an- average of 3.9*separate'functions per !'

respondent. In response tq the more aosed-ended list' of. eleven functions,'

the average respondent cipscked 6.4 flinctioni as involving him or heeat lout
.1)1P-r

' 5% of the time,' Hence, it is clear that most Project di,hctors are called

upon- to ,play diverse roles and more. of them end up'as ':do-alls".than are

willing to admit it.

Implicationsr:OfRole Analysis

.
,,,.

, .

Given the breadth, complexity, and sheer demand of this role, we might

ask two questions: first, is it possible for anyone to do it ? 'and secondly, if

. '

Na.
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it is, what sort of person is retluired? 'From our interviews, we have:the

strongilfressi,on that it is very posiible. In fact, many people, seem to

approach'fhe,assipment with zest and flair, even when the assiglyeent is

upon them.bysottlifts and not sought by deliberate choicer, The second(

question ,ismoreodiffictilt to answer. In terms of backgrpund, sex, age, or

other obvious measures of that sort, weiiscern no pattern whatever. Many

project directors are former-teachers; thanytare former edministr4tors'at

various levels; some are former guidance counselors; a few are new professionals,

fresh out of university;_ two or three are college profeisqws doing this on
.00"

the side or taking time out. In sum, it is very 'clear that Title III creates

opportunities for new people to do things they have never done before, to

'broaden theirskill Talk, and to gain a great variety of new experiences rele-,
9

vant in--various ways to schools.'.

On the other hand, it is no bed. of roses. There are severe role strains

to-be-endured; and while most end tip doing very well, there are many errors

made along the way which result from lack of skills, lack of training, or a

lack of realization untirfoo late that a certain kind of activity was ie=

quired which had not-been a pars, of the director's "bag of tricks" heretofore:

"Title III Project-Director" is not role which has any basis in the tradi-

tions of education and it is not well understood or even well appreciated, by

most educators, even those who administer Title III at the federaland state

level. The problems which loom the largest can probably be summarized best

by the two words : "ambiguity" and "overload ?.

Ambiguity:

1

It is rarely clear to a person entering this role. what will be required

in terms of activities and responsibilties. There Ate few-clearly defined

limits and few if any sources one can go to to gets even suggestions of the

best Way to define those limits for oneself; hence; there are-great ambigui-

ties with respect to the task; itself. -Secondly, there are ambigui.?es with .

4- 14



respect to atliers,,especially established roles in the_system such as "prin-

cipal" and "teacher". These ambiguities often lead to discomfort and sor

eimes open'conflict with othersin these more traditio* and tore established

roles. Finally,. there is usually an ambiguity with regard to status ana power

within the system.. Most project directors appear to have more freedom and

more opportunity for self-definition of work space than traditional role 4

holders, but this is almost always bought at the prlce of security. Further-
,

, -
more, it is often under treat by otlpers who feel that their own power or

status 11s being threatened. Often,those Most threatened will alsobe

poiitions which are marginal to the syitemiiffone way or another.

Overload: -

Our concern about'overldad derives more erom logic than from the direct-

evidence of the interviews. Few complained specifically abo94 overload in

spite of the obvious bustla of their work liv9. Then why raise the question?

For three reasons,: firstvof it is obvious that the varietyni role de-

mands will lead people to over-extend themselves, perhaps even without knowing'

it. Second, it is likely that many project.directors put the best face on it

when they-4re isteTviewed by ihAlkider; it is simply not kosher to.admit

.failures and inadequacies to strangers, etially when they may have an _in-
.J

=

fluence on your future. -Thirdly, we suspect that.the "do-all" syndrome is

ultimatalyunhealthy, not just because mistakes get made and jobs don't get

done well, but also because not enough people get into the act that way and

others aren'tbeing trained to take on parts of the role when and if the pro-
I ./

ject director drops out of sight for whatever reason.

There seems to be some evidence that,the long interviews, coupled with

'the training sessions at which project directors could discuss and compare

their roles had die sort of therapeutic effect,-even though it came very

late_inthe project year. Project directors have had few chances to see the

role in perspective and to work on filling out or upgrading their skill reper-

toire. We feel that there is a need to expand and'strengthen the speci41
.

- 9 -
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culture of, project directors throughe-training eiperienceS
%
and through con-

.

.
. ,N0

tinning opportunities to dialegut with each other and with experts on various

aspects of project management,.

., \
II. Buirant AND MAINTAINING ATLATIONSHIPS WITH KEY PEOPLE AND GlipDPS

I

It Is evident that the suecess of a projectat all stages depends upon

the good will'and, to some extent, the involvement Of persons in various key
,._ -

_Positions in the district and iometimes,byond the district. Hence, one of

the questions/in our interview dealt ifirectfy With relationship issues: The

question was put as follows:

"Have you been able to 'Id relationships with people
in key positions? (Those who authorize, unlock doors to
funds, clients, etc.?)" ,

Four follow-up questions sought more detail: "Who are they? .What kind of4

effort was needed to acquire these relationships? How so you maintain them?

and, 4re there any current problems where relationships could-be improved?"

In answer to the general question, we found a large majority of "yes"

answers, even in one or two cases where further probes revealed very seriou)

relationship failures. Twenty clearly claimed success in
,

relationships and were able to present evidence of this.

,for five of the projects, there
.

trete significant failures

Itimplementition of the ojects in important ways; for the six other projects,

it wasdifficult to des mine whether, at not key relationshipShad been:es-

tablished 1)ecause of the oblique or incomplete nature of the response. On '

the other hand, a majority of projects cited instances of problems in,re1A-
.

-tionships which occured at one point.lanother; seventeen cited problems;
.

,

- eleven claimed no problems; and the remaining four did not give a clear re-
, ,

sponse which could be codable one wAyor the other.

,estabfiihipg key

On the other hand,

which hampered the
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A. Key Relationships: What are they?

Tiae III projects usually must fit into one of two basic social con-

figurations, simply stated as the "district configUration" and the "multiple :

distridt configuration" (which might be regionalor state-wide). The district

configur&tioji is'by far the most common and'is remarkably constant, regardless

of the specific content of the project, the:numberof schoolt involved or 'tSe

level. It is illUstrated in the figure'below. The left-hand sideof the

figure shows the key roles within the district, representing individuals;

staff, or daminiqtrative hierarchies: Also represented are groups of people,

organized or otherwise. 9, Argows reptesent the key-relationships.

1

41School

Committee
\

ommunity
I-

( Parents. /

00'
Adpin

in13
A 111:

Ilkh 116& 11NNtia

Teachers

AP.

PROJECT
.M1

\1..,
.00' ,.......

Outsiders: ....

$/e.g..._Consultants \`
Universities

V
Private Agencies 1

7Associations /
Collaboraties ie.

Resource Organ('
0.... ..... ...

FIGURE 1: The District Configuration
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The most constant elements in this configur1tion are probably the

'relationship between the project and the superintendent and the inter-
.

connected relationship of the superintendent to hisschool committee and

its chairperson. Decision-making .power in the system is very heavily con--

centratedat these two points, making their good will and support absolutely

essential,' especially for long-term cdntinuance:

The multiple district configuration' is often (but not necessarily) con-
.

sidexably more complicated and certainly more variable. Thus, the diagram

below must be viewed much more tentatively. FurtIlermore, because.our data is

'Very limited, the straws are drawn more-or-less speculatively.

4

C-

private

agencies, 1

xesourte
Frganizations

4

Apiershiesf Ay\
/

, \/

Interest,

Groups of
parents,
citizens

FIGURE 2: The Multiple District Configuration
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As Figure 2 suggests, it is vast* more iMportapkt for multiple district

projects to build good relationships wth associations of educat4p and con:-

cerned citizens which cut acroA\-district lines. There will still be impor-

*taut relationships to maintain within districts, of course, but these willbe

necessarily more limited with the possible exception of the "host" district,

if fhere,is.one: i.e., the district. which provides abise for the staff and
r

for various activities and services. This may well be the district in which

t

)

e p;oject o;iginated in a previous year. Because of the nebulout,charactet.

o many, of'the.associations to,Which-the project must relate, it May actually

find itself. in the business 'of'dreating' an ad hoc organization or association
.

. 1

of its own to serve as a membership focus for those who would likl to.be'ip-, -

volved. Indeed, many of the edujational collaboratives which are now-thriVing .

withifi the State of Mastahusetts'have such an origin.
( 4

Given the above distinction between ,Oroject tYpe§, who do we find identi-

fied-by the project directors themselves as the key people ?' The following

table summarizes the findings.
AP.

TABLE 6
A
"N. HOW PROJECTS RELATE

Key Role /Group

TO

Solid

KEY-PEOPLE

Relations.hip

Problematic Total

Siiper4pterident 9 3 12

-Principal(s) i3 2 14

School Committee 97' 2 11

Admin. Staffl(e.g. pupil
.

'personnel, speE. ed. dir.,
dep. sup., curr. directors) .18 2 20

. .

Teachers* (inc. dept. headt) 10 3 13

State Title III Staff - 3 1 4 c
Parent Groups* (advisory)

fr

3 ,00 v 3

.

sw- Students* , ' .(1) (1, (2)

.

eV
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In addition to the above, two projects noted relations'to university

people, in one case adequate, in the other p'roblematic. One project noted

a very good relationship.(interest, involveient) With the mayor of the city;

another noted relations with selectmen. School psychologist; guidance per-

sonnela and counselors were each mentioned once as solid r lationahips. In

one case, there was difficulty relating adequately to t of project con-
.

sultapt who had originally developed and written the proposal.

Quality of Relationships

In some cases, it seemed evident after a goOd deal of probing that a

"good" relationship with a powerful person or groupwaset necessarily good'

for very much.: For example, one director first claimed that relations with

the Superintendent were quite good, butt later informed us that the superinten-

dent had been unwilling to recommend continuation of the project to the school

committeejn the absence of contilpued state funding. This and other, examples

of a /limner kind suggest that project directvs sometimes take too much'for

granted. s If there is an important gatekeeper whose strong endorsement is

necessary, it may be a good ilea to test the strength of the relationship and

to, indulge in. intensive communication beyond the point at which fOrmal en-

dorsement has been secured.

I

C. What were the Problems?

' We were able to identify six classes of problems connapted to building

relationships, and of these, at least five had to do directlj or indirectly

qwwith Bowe re

(1) 'Turfishness: in at least two instances, the project Seemed to

represent a threat to the authority,or the "turf" of other people

in the system: in one of these cases the project director had

attempted to by -pass the authoritylof another administrative person,

attempting to build a firm relationship with the supqrintendent:

- 14 -
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1

when'the'latter stuck to the chain'of command, the *project came

under mugh tighter control and surveillance by the unsylipathetic
. .

intermediary. In the other case, a Multiple district configuration,

,-key relationships,with university people failed because of inter-

institutional suspicions and concern to maintain trairitiona/

prerogatives.

.!

(2) Passivity: some important people simply chose to Iremein aloof

from project activity by delegating 'excessively to others or by .

playinghard-to-get. NOmetimes the lack of contact was deliberately'

ipulate by an intermediate. For example, it is common practi e

in some districts for the superintendent to block access to the Ichool

committee or to filter.it excessive;y so that there is no real chance 1

for the project to-display its wares to the people who will make the

decisions on its fate.

(3) Ovee-control: in one instance, the project director claimed that

the essential goals of a project were completely thwarted by a con..-

servative principal who "chairs everything and everybodj ". In another

case, project staff found that they were being held 'accountable" by

an impossible number of petty bureaucrats.
.

(4) Low-power association: in one instance, the persons t3 whom the

project rdlated most closely had very little power VD affect change

in,their own-organizations. It is important for project directors to

make a disttnction betifeen the AbPde Skis serving as clients, many
1,

9f wham are necessarily and by definition in low-power positions, and

those to whom it must relate,for a'dminis'trative and fiscal srvival.

(5) Pre-oCcupation.of key persons: in one case, the merits of a pro-
.

ject could not be appreciated because the school committee was locked
,

in a re-electibn struggle. In other cases, people were for various

- 15 -
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reasons just .too busy or Cverbookeig,to give'the project the attenLon

that it needed:

(6) Finally, there were a few instances of simple resistance to change.

In two cases, deTartment heals refused to concede, that newer approaches

were worth even minimal investments of staff time or attention. In

another case, a superintendent was unwilling to take any risks on be-

half of cha:nge after an incident of inappropriate behavior on a field

trip ear,y in the project.

This listing of problems should be laced in the perspective of all '.

the projects in which no problems were reported and those in which problems
4kl 04

were confronted and'overcome WIth relative ease. The overall record seemsI' \s
remarkably good. Certainly there is l ittle evidence that there is any mass0

resistance to educational, innovation within the Si e of Mssachusetts.

D. How -Are. Relationships Built and Maintained? -

Because the interview did not permit
,

the tracing)'Of actions with re-

spect to any one key person in any detail, we dre not able to report as much

as we would like to about how relationshiCPs developed over'time And what types

lea

of strategies and tactics were employed.' It is clear, however, that personal

*ea-le-to-face contact-5es no spbstitute atthe early.itageS. The most success-

ful project directors seemed to be very forceful and bold in this,regard, some
.

of them nteticulously making the rounds to every school in their district more

than once: ..first to explain everythineto the princip ater, with the

principal's blessing, to the staff. Such a-thorough pe al approachlli . .

to pay off. More passive approaches using brochures or letters or reports

I

I

. -and memos did not seem. to work well except as supplements to the more'direct

personal approAch. If tkit is the case, it follows that project directors

must Nakeyery shrewd judgments as to who the l'ker-people really are for

their projects since it will not be'possible to mare effective personal con-

tact with all the school personnel who are potentially relevant in the
or

dis-

tiict. This is even-Mbri obviously true for the multiple district config-,

urat ions.

40 *
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E. Impl1cat4ons1

'fit

4

Building relationships and maintaining them is perhaps the most

Critical aspect of the management of all innovative projects. Hence, it

.would appear obvioui that project directors have some amount of training

or orientation regarding relationsh4 issues, problems, and strategies

prior to ent* on their miss4.on. Tract, there are at least four ent

ituations:-the first and easiest is the "old hand" in the familiar pi ua-

tion. A few of our respondents indicated that relationships were not prob-

lem.because they already had
A6
positions in the. system which commanded power.

and respect and had known all the key people for years. The secon ntry

Situation is the person whd has been with the system for some time i a

relatively low sta "us, usually teacher, sometimes guidance counselor, who

now -takes on a dramatically new role with greatly 'enhanced but
/
ambiguous

status; a third type is the newcomer who starts his/her exp ence in this

district with this project eventhough he/she might have ha some other edu-

cational role in the past. A,last entry poipt,is the out ider, d.e., the

person whose home base and professional identity are rea ly outside the

district. For the, last three entry positions, trainiu and/or sophistication.,

in relationship building are critical.

There are-at least three areas in which some wort of training'would
\t,

be

beneficial: (1) the sociometry of the district (o. region.or state); (2) inter-

personal relating; and'(3) group drgenizing and eadership Regarding the

first, we have already noted thebasic configur tions which must be understoOd;

within those configurations, prltect directors mutt become adept at identifying
,

those persons and groups whose active support is most essential. Regarding

' interpersonal relationships, it is clear tha project diActars must become

Skilled at relate t o power, figures on a o e-to-one basis without being either

intimidated or- offensive. With respect to group lea ship, project directors

need to know how to organize groups(of pa ents, community member's, or educators

to provide' adequate linkage,/support ", ad ice, and if necessary,sbuffirilg fla,

potentially-threatening interests; thus 'specific orientation and helpon the

17-
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recruitment,, management, and utilization of advisory groups of-various

finds is in order.

III. PROJECTS AS PROBLEM- SOLVING

_ - 4

A major argument behind this approach to evaluation, has been a con-'

ception of Title)(II Project's as educational., problem- solving efforts. 'The

model which was proposed as a point of reference was that contained in .144ve-
.

'lock's Guide to Innovation in Education', ale-stage model of "rational"'

problem sol inn beginning with. the establishment of a relationship between'

change' agent d client, proceeding- to diagnosis of the real educational

need, a search for'resources relevant to solutions to that need, the building

and choice among alternative solutions, the gaining of acceptance for chosen

solutions through'a,tore widespread4sociaI diffusion effort, and finally the

leme tation and long-term maintenance of the agreed-upon solution, leading

opti ly to an internal and elf- renewing capacity for problem7sdlving on

oZtEr educational ordblems. In adapting this model to fit the Title III .

situation, certain modifications are An 'order. One important consideration

is the life-cycle of the typical project, It is never the case that the one-

year funded cycle is a truly complete problem-solving cycle; in fact, it is

only a part of one, indeed often a fairly small part. In other words, both

relationships and needs were established long before and even search,and choice

4mong solutions took place-either during or prior to the proposal-writing pro-

) o

pro -

ess. At the other end of the cycle, it is also obvious that many aspedts of

maintenance and self-renewal aie,nly'settled months .4.1r even years after fund-
.

ing,has been terminated. Figure 3 might suggest,this situation diagrammatically.

Nine paziodi of time are suggested; of these only two or at the most
.

four ate

conducted within the official "funded" ogkle,.namely T6 and T7 and .possibly

T8 and T9. Wewould prefer to argue, however, that a-- project does not

involve just one cycle of problem solving, but at least tlia

Ronald G. Havelock. "The Change Agent'a Guide to Innovation in Education."
Educational Technology Publications, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1973.
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FIGURE 3: SINGLE 'CYCLE MODEL OF THE LIFE OF A PROJECT

and probably many more. In other words, it dots'not suffice to consider a,

need at one point in time and then forget about.itxr assume that it stays

tht.same; equivalent reasoning should apply to the search and solution phases

of a project. -Hence, we Can conceive*of a pre-£u k44pg cycle and a post -

funding cycle as diagrammed in Figure 4.

4

4
ACCEPT

IMPLEMENTATION

PRE-FUD MG

PROILEM-SOLVI NG

CYCLE

FIGURF 4: MULTIPLE CYCLE MODEL OF THE LIFE OF A PROJECT ih

$(
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1
. .

The are at least three reasons why Figure'4 represent ok what should
,. .

happen in a project rather than F gure 3. The first is time lag. The

situation at the beginning of the funded cycle is frequently not the sam

as it was inthe very early stages Of project concep#ion. The need May- ve

changed, the resources available may have altered, or new solutionpossibili-

ties may have emerged. Secondly, with the funding should-come a greatly ,

increased capacity to work through the problem-solving steps
4.

so that'it
. .

should now be possible to do a much more thorough job of needs assessment
1.,

to search much farther and much deeper for information and ideas,, and to

develop, refine,:and choose among solutions with far more skill and imagina-:-

tion. Thirdly, after the proposal is'funded, we are dealing with a Changed,

a lmost always enlarged, social situation. -More people'are involved at more '''

levels; it Cannot therefore, be assumed Chat what was perceived as the need ec,::
.

. 4

the most appropriate solution by one or two individuals writ the proposal
4 .

will be perceived exactly the same way by the-larger circle. Inorms of
--,

participation and democratic decision making are upheld, then there is a

necessity of proceeding through many of the problem-solvinglsteps once more

with the larger group. (The same logic, of course, applies witheven greateii

force at the diffusion stage whee the social circle expands enormously.)

Following the abeye reasoning, we asked project directors to tell us

what steps they went througt(fto assess needs and search for resources and

solution alternatives, both beforeand after projects were funded. The

findings are a bit disheartening,,suggesting that the Figure 3 model is

much moso/tommon than .hala the Figure 4 model. A number of interview qUes-

tions attempted to get at perceptions of the project as a problem-solving

process. The first and most obvious of these questions yielded the slimmest

returns: "Do you'see your project as an.example of problem solving? Can

you explain what you mean by this?" Almost all respondents mistook the intent

of this question, answering that their proj4cts represented solUtions to the

problems of this or that client group, usually students. What,they missed was

the notion of a process of problem- solving which was implied in the question.

-20-
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It =A that the fbius was very much on the solution and not the problem
,o the need from which the 'problem ;light have.,been formulated. Most pro-'

.
. ject directors perceived the need as fairly obvious and the solution As

, . ..

. something they were committed to and thoroughly convinced of the appro-

priateness. . .

/
A number of other questions addressed themselves to more specific

aspects of problitmlblving.- Two questions eoncetred diagnosis and needs

assessment; two Concerned financial resources; one concerned acquisition of

information, products and materials; and, a set of four questions asked about

the solution choosing and adapta0tion process.

Diagnosis and Needs Assessq2ent

4 . X,

One item sithply asked respondenxs to rate.the amount of effoft whidh
. .

went .into "diagnosis and needs assessment!' The resulti were as follows:

ati

TABLE 7

la AMOUNT OFEFPORT APPLIED TO
DIAGNOSIS OR NEEDS ASSESSMENT

,"NoAqs 0

"Minimal"

"Reasonable Amount" 13.

"Large Amount" 9. 4

"Extremely large amount"

In most gases, the

fundeA and'in many

0

No Response 2

4

assessment referred to took place before the project was

cases, the process was described as "informalr.

The mare revealing question. was worded as f ows: "How We'll-.2halie

you continued to assess and .diagnose. needs (and 'problems?" Most of:the."

.

- 21 -
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A

responsgs seemed td fit under "evaluation" rather than needs assessment.
, .

For example, seve
trmentioned

student tests of one kind of another, usually

referred to as "pre-tests". Five others mentioned teachers' ratings of

students. Two mentioned "feedback" from students: in Ope case via a special

form, in thelther "constant". One mentioned very specific outcomes such as k

"the number of boats built, issues of the magazine actually published." In

one case, the project revolved, around very intensive diagnostic case studies

of individual children with ltpecial needs. The project director in this case

indicated that the assessment prodess could not be generalized; it had tooe

viewed case by case.: Altogether, sixteen project directors mentionedsome4

sort of data from or by or*on students, themselves, as a major part of the

diagnosis.

Data on teachers' self-assessments were cited four times,'and regular

"meetings Or visits with teachers, three times. Letter requests tb parents

and parent meetings were each cited'once. In three casesy=workshoP reactions

were elicited; one said that Peach activity has its own instrument". One in-
-.

dicated that assessments were .by personal visitations which were "ca±efully

documented".

FiNie stated little more than that. the process was "informal", one saying

that the need was eobyidus", another indicating that he/she spends a lot of

time trying to anticipate problems.
r

One-director perhaps stated ghat was implicit in some other responses,u
4

that this needs assessment step was done "just for proposals".,

dig

4 One project actually hire& an outside consultant to come dn on a weekly

basis to examine how the project was going and,how the project team members

Were relating to each other and td relevant others., This pilbject was one of

the few which claimed to have ratherseriouS relationship difficulties.

- 22 -
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III summary, we feel that the needs assessment process is treated

generally in a very informal and petfunctory manner. AsiesSmentsare

rare/rased t6 redirect or refocusprojlect objectives or activities in a

significant:way. -There also seems to be a confusion between (a) needs

assessment, (b) needs analysis and interpretation, (c) formative evaluation,'

(d) summative evaluation, and (e) student testing. We will return- to some

of tese issues later in this report in discussing what respondents said

about "evaluating benefits".

Implications

There seems to be a need for a more satisfactory orientation the

subject of needsasSeSsment or diagnosis by potential project directors.

It is noteworthy that scant mention was made of national, state, or local

educationgi priorities and one wonders whether these have any real meaning

or visibility to the average educator. There is also perhaps a dearth of ,

.1 appropriate sAols to assess a tahge of needs in some way which allows mean-
,

ingful.options'io emerge and Tational choices to be made. Finally, it would

appear that whatever needs assessment-is made ,in the proposal stage stands

for the entire project. It may well be that'state guidelines shOiala encourage

Some forl of reassessment of.ndeds prior to impleMentation of the project as

specified in the proposal.

B. Searching for and Acquiring Resources-
0

Most directors indicated that-they had made an extensive search for

resources, in terms of products, materials, andto a lesser exteht, con-t
. -

saltants. However, some also indicated that they needed to make no search

because "I already had ft in my head." Weind this latter response dis-

tressing since it was fSirly common and seemed to ,represent some Tack of
A 7-

. openness to new and different ideas and approaches.

.

..
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r Many projects take It upon` themselves to develop their own materials,

handbooks, etc., expressing dissatisfaction pr lack of awareness of what

presently exists.

Three projects mentioned universities or university-based consultants

as resources; other human resources mentioned were a "people ban' of 25

resource linkeis and privte consultants. Two projects' mentioned other

kinds of resource centers. The State's Regional.Centers and the several

collaboratives did not receive explicit mention in this context. Only two

projects gave explicit nredit to packaged materials developedLeliewhere.
,

A

We also asked directors what problems or,difficulties they might have

encountered in trying to.get materials. In a few nases, delays were en-

countered"because of school committee objectionk or simply inaction, but

most indicated that there were no real problems here. Inone case, the

project director held a regional center tersfonsible for a blockage. In

three cases, directors indicated that they or their staff were too -over-

extended and tied to a tight project timeline which allowed little time to

expend effortin this direction. One project cited resentment in the district

caused Wtoo much innovation:'"Innovatiton on top of innovation bArond the

tolerance point."
4

AC,

Implications

As with needs assessment there does riot appear to be a consistent or

coherent,strategy of infcrmitionmaterials search in any o4 the projects.

In hpite of the claim by many that theyvexpend effort in this dection,

there is little evidence-for this from what they repOrt. Furthermore,

thereis little evidence of imagination In the search process, such as it

'is. Almost no use seems, to be made 6f the vast information resource repre-
-

rented by ERIC; collaboratives are underutilized; the State's resottices'are

underutilized; there is little ..search for past Title III projcts which

4
4
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might have tried similar kinds of things, which might also have developed

suitable materials, which might have a great deal of experience and techni-

cal know-how to pass on. This lack of outreach-to a very rich resource'

universe should also be contrasted with the strong claims these projects

make to be original and "innovative'. It Is doubtful that these claims to

originality could bee justified if more extensive searches had'been under-
.

takeri; on the other hand, the qbality and sophistication of projeCts, and

furthermore, their genuine innovativeness could be enhanced by such a search.

It would appear that a more thorough orientation and-training would be justi-

fied in this area also, together, perhaps with more explicit encouragement by

the State or such search activities after the projecebris been funded.

dConsi tion of Alternative Solutions

,Another interview questien was phrased as follows: "Have you con-
-

sidered or developed alternative solutions for the project objectives dif-

ferent from those expres the start of your Project? --. and, if so,

how-did these alternatives emerge The typical answer was "Yes" (13 "yes",

3 "no", of those answers which were 'c early codable*): On the other hand,

most, of these "alternatives" represente nqr shifts in procedure or scope.

Two_projects indicated that they had,shifted from.an individual approach to

a "systems" approach: Others indicated a shifting, expanding, or narrowing

of the primary target group. .One project to develop "alt ative schools"

--/r found a good deal of resistance to such a global concept, -and thus reoriented

itself to the more modest-sounding objectives of developing a resource center

. and technical. assistance for "non-traditional" programs.

*Because of great length of the interview`, some sections were marked as
Mower priority than others, meaning that if the interviewer were running
short on timeh7e/she might pass over.them.to others. The reason why these
items were deemed lower in priority is not'their general importib:Ce for
project managementbut the fact that we were interviewing late in the
project cycle when little could be done to alter the situation based on
our.findings or reflections,
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The

negative,

students

4

sources'Of influence for seeking

e.g.; resistance by a particular

and teachers, or mandate from the

alternatives were almost always

group of teachers, feedback from
4

superintendent. In one case, a

superinte0ent would not allow implemenfation,of an alternative solution,

requiring that the project stick to the original objectives in spite of what

the project director viewed as clear evidence of their inappropriateness.
4

An additional question asked, '"What process was used -(if any) to adapt,
-; ,

or test the solution Aosta before implementation?" This question elicited

very few responses and it seems evident that most directors feel there is no

time for such testing within a one-year cycle. Those pro*jects will% represent

either replications or diffusion of past successful projects are obviously in

good shape on this question. Fon example, the Watertown Reading Resource Center

wag a concept already well tested by EDCO in 20 Boston schools before being

tried in Watertown. Similar advantages applied in the Ease o he "Adventure"

projects. For a few projectst initial rejection of a proposl leads

to a rethinking; redevelopment and resubmission on a foliowiig.year. In at
- -

least one_ instance (Saugus, ACT III) the fesult seems to have.been very satis7

fdctory. kfew projects do report major redevelopMent within the project cycle.

In one\caseo the original 'approach met with considers lefokjections and ie--\

sistancity studehls 4an individualized learning prOgr ), workloads which were

deemed unfairly heavy and inability or unwillingness of students to take com

pletely self-guided actions regarding their course of study. The project Air-

ector felt compelled to provide more structure and admitted: "I'm more authorit-

arian with the students than before They need to be told'to be hefe and to do

the work."

We regret that we hdVe only these few scraps of evidence to provide on

the process-of adaptation which has b'en suggested as critical by many experts

/ in the field of innovation. Evaluations of project management in future year's

should explore this area more thoroughly!,

op
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IV. ADEQUACY OF FUNDS

It was a genuine surprise to find that projects were uniformly saris

fied with,the level of funding which they had been awarded under'Title,III.

The question-was put as follows:'"To what extent are you satisfied 4th

the financial support the project has received thus far?" The *uggested

alternatives with tabulated responses appear in Table 8.

TABLE 8

Adequacy of Funding

"Not Enough" 0

"Adequate Funds" 25

"Money Left Over" 3

No\codable re-
sOonse 3

6--

three cases wheite it was predicted that money would be left over, Ole

amounts were small. Only4three of those who said it was adequate offered

qualifiers; ohA would have needed more if they had not started late since

they had far more participants than they thought would subscribe. A second

said they succeeded only because of volunteer helpers supported under another
ft

federal program; a third simply indicated that it was "tighc". We view,this

satisiaction_ with project funds with taxed feelings. On the one hand it seems

li

.

to indic e great wisdom (or generosity) on the part of the state in par-.

celling out the funds. . On the other hand, from our point of view, especially

in light of. the findings reported in this section, the projects would have

been more truly beneficial problem-solving activities if they had invested

--.. more time, and inevitably more expense in such activities as needs assessment,

Ill resource search, careful selection of a solution from among alternatives, and

adaptation and redevelq"nt of the,solution to meet the special needs of the

' clients.
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V. STABILIZING THE INNOVATION: CONTINUANCE

At the time of our interviews, the,issue which was beginning to loom

large for many projects was continuation. into the foll5p4ig year. Obviously,

it is a matter of great importance for tae project director and, his /her staff

since their jobs may well be on the line., More importantly for many of'them,

theist emotiSiaal investment in anidea and an ideal is on the line. For the

federal and state people. who fund such projects on a short-term basis, it is

also a crucial matter to'see that the investment is not plowed under when the

first leaves turn. Therefore, we.explored a number of aspects of project con-
,

tinuation plans in our interviews. The lead questions concerned funding,.of

course. We "eked: "Do you anticipate acquiring adequate financial ilesources

to continue the project?" and then "What kinds of activities did you employ

to meet this need?" In response, .11ree simplysaid "No", one inditating that

they might do something later under "766"; a second that suchwas natt necessary;

-and a third that continuation of the Project was undesirable in its present

form since it was going "downhill ".

Most projects indicated that they had submitted proposals under TItleiIV-C,

the-continuation of the Title.IlI progremiand most- seemed hopeful of funding

via this route, although in fact the state waa_to.fund only a handful of these.

projects for another round. ',Beyond this, many projects seemed lost.. Six pro=

Jetts indicated that they had pioposals in for various fed ral programs (all

different!). Those cited were: the National Endowment,for the-Art/3,

U, S. Office of Education-Bureau of,Education for the Banflicapped; Elemetntary

ana secondary Education Act; National Institute of Education, and the

National Defense Eaucation-Act.

Of these, at.least three were eitheeassured orin.hand. Private foundations

were sought in at least four instances. In one of these, support is assured

'(in addition to support from Title IV-c) and in twO:othevs-it is possible.

The assured case is instructive; the project director searched'a foundation

directory for several who seemed like they might be interested in his kind of
...

prOlect, wrote off sever letters explaining his needs and got vague responses

IL
. -

Of interest from three. ese he pursued with vigor, receiving a further

vague response from one. Continued pursuit of this only finally yielded a

grant; thus, the energy and persistence of the diTectoepaid off.
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Even though it is passible to extend some projects for many years

on state, federal or private grants, sustained improvements in education
4.

eventually must-be sustained at the local level, backed up by local tax

dollars. Therefore, the post important long-term route to continuan.e is )

through the local a stration, the school committee, and sometimes
Y

ultimately the electorate. It is clear that many midi III projects have

rough going at this point. Theoretically, there are five ways a school

committee can cope with the renewal of a project: (l).it can increase the

level of effort (not an illogical proposition, liven the fact that most

projects are initially funded as "pilots" in some sense); (2) it can keep

it going at the same level of effort; (3) it can reduce the level of effort -

significantly -whilemaintaining the essential aspects; (4) it can reduce the

level of effort substantially, eliminating essential aspects; Or (5) it can

drop support altogether. It appears, however, that only the last three of

these five options are real as far as school committees are concerned;

there are no instances of theNfirst two options among our projects. Fifty

percent is probably. nn the generous Aide for LEA funding relative to state-

federal!, and it is usually a struggle to get long-term commitment to more

than one new position.

Anntinued financing cadbe a gloomy topic for innovators, but the pic-
,

ture need not be so dark as it is usually painted. In fact, there are several
,

.

alternative ways co approach the problem and many examples emerged from our.
0,

interviews. Abov all, it is important for project directors to be diverse'
.

in their thinking bout future funding. A frontal approach to the superin-

tendent and the schbl..committee is only *one approach that is worth. trying.

t Even with the frontal approach, however, it is important to proceed strate-

gically. The relationship to the superintendent is the mOstrcrucial, followed

1.\...9
losely by the relationship fa the board. The latter relationship may

. ,

evolve either directly or through the superintendent;
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it is sometimes even possible to by-pass a negative or passive

superintendent if solid relationships have been developed with key board

members, although we do not advise such a strategy.-.The'relationship to

"key pc:4;er figures has to be developed in such a way that there is no pre
.

mature closure on their decision making. As noted earlier, one project

director who claimed to have strong support from above also said that_fund-

ing through the school committee would not be proposed for next year:

dently, "support" was one thing, but "priorities" was another. The true test

of;support is the willingness of those in authority to re-examine their

prio itiel.and, in tight budget situations, to make a choice for the new

over the old. If a project has proven itself as a ma6or contribution to

the educational prodess in the district, it has earnek the,right to displace

other activities' that have been going longer and therefore, should not be viewed

as an "extra" or, as onp respondent put it, "frosting on the cake". It is

up to the project director and mote importantly the state and its rewesen-

tatives to point out these things to the district.

With or- without direct support from the district, there are many funding

options which.need.to be explored. Among these are defining and subdividing

some elements of _the project which might be separately fundable in different

ways or under different categories of the school budget, exploring,non-cost

options such as the use of idle equipment, empty or'underutilized space and

facilitieS, parent or-student volunteers, community_resource persons outside .

the schools, voluntary contributions, and fee-f6r-service ee-for-product

- arrangements. We found some examples of each of these optionsA.n o

another project. 1
.

/

We were especially intrigued ble some of the examples we found of what/

might be called "exchange economies ". For example, a theatre arts project

in Boston was successful enough to develop its own company which could put

on productions and sell tickets to generate revenue. Two other nojects

were able to generate additional revenue through the sale of materials they

had developed. The highly inventive "OPUS" project, only in its planning
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year, has already found severa ways to reduce,cos s (through donations and

use of idle equipment, v"nt rs feom various segments of the community etc.)

and to generate small but me ingful amounts of revenue by selling the various

products of*'rti'enterpripes uch aq bumper sticker's which promote agriculture

in Massachusetts and, of co rse, its agridultural produce. This i&jects

promises not only to provide integrated academic and real life experiences

of high value to students ut to be self-supporting in doing so!

The general point hich should -bemade to conclude, this section is to

recognize that_innovati e projects which'provide significant benefits ought

to be salable in one w y or another, but prdject-di4ctors Probably need

help in exploring via le alternatives. We cansee from our interviews that

there are manyalter

by all project directors. *

tives but these alternatives are not equally perceived

We should t ignore the fact that there are non-financial aspects

to continuance w ich we might put under the general heading of "institutionali-

zation." We ca identify many of these activities under the headings of: (1).

training; (2) lhaterials development; (3) facilities development or reorganization;

and (4) administrative restructuring. The most commonly cited of these was
/

training; fide projects indicated that they did some special training of -

trainers or/specially designated staff persons who could carry on the basic.,

activities/,of the project, passing.them on to other trainers, as a result of

such training, presumably ad infinitum. Three projects indicated-that they

felt their development of materials which would last and could be passed on

to others represented a kind of insurance that the project would have longer

term impact. However, the means by which such materials would be diffused

and put to good use were not well thought out._ There were Other instances

of the development of laboratories or resource centers which have an obvious

physical reality which.lives on after the paid staff -are gone, but in one

instance, the director expressed strong doubts as to whether her carefully

-constructed and assembled resource room could be effective without some full-

time person who was responsible And trained to keep it together, keeping

track of items leaned, replenishing stocks, and maintaining active awareness

- 31 -
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among teachers.

. AV L
Finally, with regard to administrative restructuring there are usually

several types of options, all of which need to be worked out with key power

figures, but many 9f which can be accomplished without obviously affecting

the school budget and hence without disturbing the school committee. One

step.is awarding offici4 retognition to the project as'a part of the_regular

school program. Anotheris the, changing of job descriptions and perhaps. the

,awarding of newly vacakslots to memkers of the Title III projec (there was

otfe example which clea\ly fitted this pattern) and changing the title of the

position. A third appr ach is the fusion of projects or parts of projects with

existing ongoing and we l-accepted services. In this latter case, of course,

the project director maY feel that the essential purpose of the innovation

will be subverted when this is done, a sentiment expressed by at least one

respondent:

.VI DISS$MINATION

Title III projects can be judged successful on three grounds: first, on
.. v

the direct effects; i.e., the benefits that they produce for students or others,duting
. A

% -
pe lifetime of the federal/state fhnding. Second through their continuation4 -
and ilgitegration into the ongoing activity of schdols in subsequent years, and

third, through their dilsemination-oc diffusion to othef schools, other school 1

districts across'the state, and perhaps even to,other states. This lase-measure

.' of success is at the ime the most enticing and the most tenuous since it

raises the possibility of ormous educational gains and widespread influence

resulting from relativ modest initial investments. For this reason, we

were eager to examine the various ways in which projects were engaging in dis-

semination activities, For the most part, it seemed that dissemination was

nota very salient goal at the time of our interviews in compar son to issues

of ccntinuanceor implementation. Nevertheless, almost all pr ects had engaged

in some kinds of dissemination well beyond their initial tar et group (i.e.,

-.;

F
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the clients designated as the primary beneficiaries of the projects' activi-

ties or services), and many had quite Ambitious plans for widespread dis-

semination in the last stages of the project.

Almost all projects used re than one medium to get the message across,

some using a great'number. we counted at least 25 distinct types of Media or

strateties which-could be classified as follows:

Personalized:

Workshops: cited by nine_projects as an explicit dissemination strategy,
five of these for dissemination beyond the district, foulr:for dissemination
to other schools or other populations within the district. Workshops
and training events of various sorts were also mentioned-in other con-
texts by at least 10 other projects, many of these undoubtedly.resulting
in fairly widespread dissemination.

Course Teaching: explicitly mentioned -as a dissemination strategy by
way one project but clearly an important medium for dissemination
fori several others.

yisitation-out: two projects indicated that they would disseminate, by
making personal visits to other schools, in one case inside the dis-
trict, in the other outside. Another regretted that there was not
enough time for such visits.

Visits-in: only one project made explicit mention of inviting outsiders
in to visit, discuss, and observe what was going on. We wonder why this
obvious approach was not more popular.

Demonstrations: only mentioned once explicit y. Again, thig seems a
bit strange. It maybe (a) that most of t Se projects were notlyery
dpmonstleble in this sense, or (b) that this particulat ward is out of
fashion. ,Many of the activities that fall'under the Category of

. "workshop" might equally fit a loose definition of "demonstration".

Using collaboratives: a special op rtunity in the State of Massachu-

, settS is the presence of several vo ntary educational collabotatives
which crigt=cross the state. Only one project made explicit mention
of such a strategy, anothenconsidered it.

.

Building or* tapping.into existing networks of educatbrs: explicitly
mentioned by only two projects: one said they made use of informal
teacher coffee hours (in-district digsemination), the other mentioned
the Regional Centers. Again, for many others this was an implicit
strategy btig not articulate' in response to our survey.
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__Consulting: one project director indicated that she was consid ing
disseminating the process she had-developed through private con-
sulting to other districts on a fee basis.

Print Media:

# .

Newspaper coverage: explicitly mentioned in 15.projects,this was
clearly the most popular single medium for disseminaltion.

-coverage was in the local community newspaper but regional news'
papers were also commonly used. It was almost never-difficult tp 4.
get coverage, and stories and press releases were usually accepted
by Such papers.. Cordial and even close aelationships with editors
or education writerswere sometimes cited as well. A few projects
also ifeceived coverage in. the -large metropolitan dailies, but'in
these cases the project had considerably-less control over content.
As noted eargier in discussing the director's role, many directors
soon learnto become adept at dealing with the local Aress:

Newsletters7school:, mentioned by three projects, obviously for
infra- district dissemination. \
Newsletters-educational: one prbject mentioned using the North Shore
Collaborative's newsletter; another mentioned "professionii news-
letter".

Newsletter-Project: three projects 'cited their, own newsletters'as
a prime dissemination vehicle; two others mentioned such a news-

41)
.

letter as a planned activity. 1.
1

Journal articles: three mentions.

Non-Print Media:

Radio: used by one,,planned by another; indirect evidence suggests,,
how er, that several, other projects received minor ptblicity from

dium (see below).

Television: cited by five projects; two commerical, one educational,.
one cable, one closed -cii'tcuit.

If
I

Print Materials:
rvf

Packa§es-kits: three developing, ,one planning?

Handbooks-manuals: five mentions; and implicit for several,others.

3roch4res7pemphletsf-five developed, one planned; presumably several
others had. developed brochures but did not report'them in terms of a
dissemination strategy.

, 4
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.- Reports: actually' mentioned by only one project as part of their AI

. dAsemination plan. tok
- 4

. , '
. ,

stickers: -as' noted earlier, one project generated some revenue
throug the sale of bumper stickers which promoted agricultUre in, ,-

MasSac usetts ("Support Mass. 'Growers "). At the same time, in smaller
print, the stickers advertised the proVect. 41

,

. i
,

Non-Print Materials:

'Slide-tape presillakions: mentioned by four projects.

Videotapes: three mentions.

.

Film: one mention,.

Photo essay: ciale mention. 6

Other Dissemination StraVegies:'

Exchinge'with -other ,jojects: two mentions.

Expansion: one mention.

a

"rmaq lust fake the whole show elsewhere": one .mention.

or.

:r The abOVe listing is impressive in its variety,,but the explicimentioni 4
1

.

are probably gross underes imates of actual, use in most cases. At least this
.

.
o is the impression (hich w got 4rio5C,grolup discussions of dissemination whiCh

, ,

etings in April. Nearly all partIcitants in, these.:were held at'w00

groups indicate use of local newspapers on several occasions, and abOut 'half

noted some expiriehc th eith614dio Or television. What weare most con- '

cerned About, however, is the absence of any coherent and deliberately- planned
-

-Strategy of diffusion4ih nearly all' 4e projects. 'Little thought was given to

the kinds of audiences that 'should be targeted, the use of opinion leaders, and

the use of several madie in concert-to produCe synergistic effects. We feel

that it would be worthwhile providing_oxiedietion sessions and training in
. *

dip use of various media, thelOevelopment of'diaseminatiom materials, and,
.

above all, the-design and Wiener/Illation al oveAlT dissemination strategies.

- The few group discussions -which -were hald'did reveal a,Onsiderable amount

of sophistication by'soie director's and a lot of wisdom worth sharing. For
0. .

4.

0
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exatiple, the following pointi came out Of a brief exchange on TV coverage:

"You have to presiure them." -"You need to give them a "news' angle: What

'is the story? When is it going'toAhappen?" One project urged four of its"

'students at diftarent times to makemresendations on Bosten's Channel 4

0 Speak-Out program. All four were accepted with-a result1ng deluge of calls

for more information. The discussion went on to raise points about how to

handle radio-coverage, the use of ,awards as publicizing "events," distortion

effects that can come from miscommunication with reporters and so forth; We

only ,regret that (a) there were not Mike opportunities for such discussions,.

and that (b) we were not able.to capture more of the experience for inclusion

in this report. Clearly, also, more probing and extended interview questions-
44.4

on the dissetination experience of differpt proje4s should baundertaken

'inoubsequent-years.

VII. 'EVALUATION
.4

The last question in the interview asked "He4-dare you evaluating the

benefits or outcomes of the project?" In response, we found a variety of

procedures followed as summarized in Table0.

V
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TABLE 9

PROCEDURES USED FOR PROJECT EVALUATION

Procedures Respondents No. of Projects

Questionnaires 12
Teachers (8).

Students (4)

Administrators '(2)

Parents* ,(1)-
4

Interviews 4 6

Teachers (3)
Students ' (2)

Administrators (2)

Parents (1)

Tests 6

Teachers (1)

Students (6)

Feedback - ° '4

Teachers (3)
Parents (2)

Counts (e.g. number participating) . 3
r

Observations (e.g.classroom) 2

. Written Evaluations (by to oilers) 2
- ,

"Suble.ctive" (by project di ector . 2

id ipe cas , y parents
in another

R ecords'

Documentation

"Informal"

None (Not relevant;, needs
it longer) 6 .

Undodabl o response
. .

to be. at

1

1

1

1

6

I
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Two clarifications need to be made" regarding. this table. First. most of

those not responding to this questieellad_covered! the topic ofevaluation,
in discussing the earlier question on needs assessment. As noted in that

, section, many of the responses such as "pre and post tests",seemed to 'fit

bexter under ,Iyaluation. 'Secondly,-since many projects mentioned more than

One type of respondent and more than one typeof procedure, the totals in

the table overlap, considerably.

It is fair to say that. evaluation was not very salient aspect of most

projects and very few were thought of or designed as "experiments." 1No menti

tion was made of '.!control groups, 'sampling," "randomization," "hypothesis

testing" or any e'various pfteible statistical:tests or analyses. Undoubtedly,

such matters would have come up from various projects in'more extensive prob.!,

ing; the point is that they were not mentioned Spontaneoulp.

.

9.11

Perceptions of the "Success" of the Project

We did not keel that it was possible tikeollect quantitative data from

projects on their degree of success in any,way,thac_ covld-be meaningfully

compared, grouped, or summated,'but leAa'ask'each director a subjectiie

question near the-beginning of the-IntervIew.which probabli, tells us some-

4 thing the overall impact:of tbe Title III Progrpm. The question was

simply: "How is your project going at this 'Point?" Responses can be grouped

in Table 10.
q

TABLE 0
HOW THE pRadicTets "tOING" AT THE

TIME OP THE'IATERVIEW
t "

Unqualifieirsuccess 7

Very some peobleps- 8
.

, OK-no problems, 5

Q OK-sade problems 6

Struggling-not OK 1r

% 2Failing , -4/4

4
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S'ou examples fforn each group/light add Meaning to these, numbers:

Unqualified success:

"Proposal well-conceived; projeCt follows-it closely,. Really good
feedbck, high workshop attendance; nothing but praise for materials
And,--IoES'ofteachers use'materibli:Without telling us."

"Fabulous! Thirty-people have attended the 15 planned sessions
regularly."

"Eicellent. Positive feedback from.teachers and students; the
prograpi is accepted and is effective. The community is supportive.
-All activities went off without problems."

,Very well-some problems:

t ."It works4 We have\theendurance to put up with bureaucracy; we
don't quite fit in. The best part igthat we !Save merged-school
and community."

"Absolutely great--nothing but positive feedback. Teachers really
excited over workshop. Principals very supportive. Problems of
/proximity, not enough m4eri s, funding for next year."

"Very successful pro%ct-but Regional Centers aren't prompting
tt; it needs state support."

.
.

OK -no problems:

. .

. --N.....,

"Appeals directly to special interest groups. Because it is on
a volunteer baSis, there is-commitment."

I

4

"Stayed close to the ptlUct as written."

"Good progress."
t.

y

OK- some'probl\ems:
'1

_
"Basicall ea d. We came with a different concep4 of school;
there was resi tance and confusion which led to redesign and.
clarification by' us. Now the teachers are saying, swe're.be-'
'ginning to see what they're Shouts."

.
IL ".Very successful in providing service and in getting people to,

work with 40 but unsuccessful in getting the system to pi&k it up."

a
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Struggling:

"Too much for one - year;, participants felt no support, overload.
Program is seen (by administration) as a panacea and is supported
without any knowledge.*

"Ill- conceived; principal is very conservative; chairs everything
and everybody."

"Downhill! Breakdown of communication. Regular teachers resent
involvement in 'special ed'; diffizult teacher union negotiations;
confused"perception of objectiv.s by all groups."

These quotes should give a good flavor of the types arid'range of

responses received. They do not, however, represent a true evaluation of

wha was going on. In some cases, our own judgmenti would be more harsh,
'----

based on what was said subsequently, in same-cases more lenient. Neverthe-

less, our overall impression of the T tle III program as a whole for 1975-76

was thet'it was remarkably successfu in providing the stimulus for change in

a wide variety of _ways in a wide variety of situations. The precise measur -

( meat oi4the benefits probably his to be done on a project-b project basis ,d

many projects will yield data,of this sort. We would tu s, however, that

many of the evaluations will underestimate true impact. As one director

noted, many use and benefit without reporting back, and much of the benefit '/

in terms of imOroved atmosphere, attitudes toward school by students and

parents, increased options for earning, and so forth will go completely un-

measured, either because they are "intangible" and unmeasurable or simply

because they were not part of the evaluation design; i.e., not intended or

'stated objectives.
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Our evaluation through these interviews does highlight one important

...

fact: very diverse projects with diverse
(

objectives do have a lot of things

in common when it comei.to the management of innovation. They all experi-

enced very similar challenges in building relationships, asslissiin heeds,

searching for and implementing solutions, and evaluating outcomes. Particu-

larly when it came-to continuance and dissemination, they experienced very,

similar kinds of difficulties. We hope, therefore, that future evaluations

)

will again focus on the project management process and provide some formative

evaluation data as well as orientation and training and etperience-sharing

sessions for those who are engaged in this important enterprise.

ref
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MaRIMACR EDUCATION CENTER

TITLE III ESEA EVALUATION

Interview Questionnaire
$ti 7

, AP

The purpose of this interview is to get your (Project Director) views on'

how the project is ging-up to now and perhaps to explore aspects of.

project management which you feel'might be improved in the short time
4

remaining, between now and June.

There are three objectives to these field visits we are making now. The

first, and perhaps most important, is to determine ways-in which we might

help out with the concluding phases of the project, especially with issues

of long-term iaintenance and dissemination. Secondly, we want to get

some information from each of the projects which we can use later in the

worksho/ sessions we haeremaining. The third is to collect information

for the State on the problems and progress of this last year of title III

which will help the Title III staff do a better job next yearo

Do you have any questions at this point before we begin?

4

1. Would you descrilile your project to me?

2. How is your project going at this pint? (Interviewer will need to
ask leading questions to. move response from yes/no)

CP
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3.a)Who are the people that your project serves directly?

3.b)Are there otherswho also receive benefits? Who are they and what
benefits do they receive?

t

Given'the choices on this card, how would you describe your project?

a) It is a very new and unique concept as far as you know.

b) It is new at least as far as your region or district is concerned.

c) It is-new at least for the particular client group ydu are
work* with.

It is not really innovative at all.

-
5. If you consider youiproject innovative, will you explain what you view

as the most innovative aspects? (After the initial response ask--Can
you think of any other-innovative aspects of your projett?)

N

d
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6. Do'you see your project asan,example of problem solving? Can you.

'explain what you mean by this? ,

7.a)How would you define your role in the project?

7.b)What percentage of your total time is spept on project duties?

7.c)Whatscrrt-oTwoic do you perform in addition to this project?

PO'

4.,
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k.8. There are a number of different terms that various people use to describe
the roles they fill on Title III projects, an usually someone defined
formally as the "director" fills many of these rolel simultaneously or
consecutively. I,would like to give you a list of roles and ask
you to make a rough guess as to the percentage of your total project
time you devote to each of th'em.*(only roles you feel you spend time in)

(Provide interviewee the following list of roles:)

a)What percentage of your time IA spent on the following roles: (note: Do
not need to add up to 100%)

2
a) manager7adminiatratorf the project

b) key decision-maker

c) researcher

d) trainer-teaCher-
1.0

e) disseminator

440 4h
f) catalyst (someone who incites others to action and to articulate

their needs)

g) consultant (helping others to help themselves)

h) solution provider (offering explanation and solutions)

i) solution adapter (someone who takes innovations or innovative
ideas developed elsewhere and reshapes them in some way to fit
the local scene)

j) solution implementer

k) resource linker (ask respondent to ipdicate whaatresources he
is thinking of)

b)(After examining the percen-Loges of time spent on"v"arious roles, ask the

project director to give a brief description of what is meant by each of
the roles that take up the largest percentage of his/hentime)

(Note: If project director spends less thin 50% of his/her time on project,
then have two people present, i.e., the one who is doing the work.)

J4
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9. Timespan and Timeline of project Stages

We would' now like to get some perspective on the major steps or stages

in this project, simply from the point of view of when they happened and

how long they lasted. In responding here, I would like you to think not
-,.-_-,

just of the activities as specified in your proposal but to look at the

projec it% the larger sense which Probably started much further back and sr-
.4 t

will extend into the future, perhaps well beyond this summer. I am going

to provide, you a chart with 12 possible stages that might have taken place.

If you cannot pinpoint or identify some of these for your project, that is
iquite understandable. Otherwise, try to give a diite roughly to the nearest

...
''.

month if possible.-

(Refer to Timeline of Project %,Stages)

10: Have you been able to build relationships with people in key positions?
(Those who authorize, unlock doors to funds; clients,. etc. ?)

a) Who are they?

b) What kind of effort was needed to acquire these relationships?

c) How do you maintain theie relationships?

d) Are there any current 'problems in areas where the relationships
could be improved? [If yes, then probe for barriers.]

re
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-11. Hal' well have,you continued to assess and diaggpse needs and problems?
Can you explain your answer further?

106. 12. How much effort has gone into assessment and diagnosis?. (Use card)

none

minimal

reasonable amount

large amount

extAmely large amount

. .
, i

13. To what extent are you satisfied with the finincial support.the project
has received thus far? (use card) - .

-e- \.-
money left over (how much?) not enough (how much more

would You need to adequately
complete your objective? )adequate funds

o. ...

14: Do you anticipate acquiring adequate financial resources to dontinue
the project? What kinds of activities did you employ (or contemplate)
to meet the need of adequate funding?

I
15.a)What is the amount of effort and degree of success so far in searching

or and acquiring information and/or products and materials for the
loroject?"(give card)

o/..` ,

54'
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15.b)Can you explain 14cluding4 types of so
. encountered? .,"" 11` -'

_
,,. .

iatities, problems and dif ficulties

1 ir, ...r.,
r

1
Ir \''

1' 51 1
re

1 C' ,r ri 0
.1

. , ' . ' t'll

4 . , i
1.6.a)Have- you .copsidered et d ey alternative solutions for project

AA ectives. different from ressed ,at 'the start of yobriproject?# .
. ---

r

w.

ry

/.
16.b)If so, how did "the alternatives emerge?Sp.

411
."3

4

16. c)Have any new .alternaes emerged since the ,project was fUnded;

-

3 ,.
,

. . .
... ,
4' N ,s )

'fig 4 - i

. : r
IS

16..d)Whar procsss was used (fr any) to adapt or test the solution chosenr......
bitf ore implementation? 4, i

4 /"

I

A

4111.
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17.a)Do you have plans for diffusion of this project or its finclingsf:

lq.b)WetiOctivities are .contemplated?
ik

17.c)How will they be supported?

4

. I'

.
i

18.a)Have spbcific steps been taken to insure title continuance of the project
after July? What are they? i -0

frik 194'

I

a

o

P

5h

4

4
p

N

c

i

, 4
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18.b)Have steps been taken to insure the durability of 'the accomplishments AV
of the project after July? What dre they?

4t,

19. How are you,evaluating the benefits (outcamei) of thi projeit? (What,-

criteria? Qualitative or quantitative ml.fns? Can you proTride this
to us?]

20. Can you Aink of any questions we should have asked but didn't?

.4
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:IN AN El I. NE =ME ountutiie PFMMT W NMI IMO
.

.

,Not
..

"` Sure

-

1973 ot

earlier 1974

197 1976 Pro ected

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

Ma)*

June

July

Aug.

Sept.
Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.
Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May
June

July
or late

A. When did the basic ideas behind the project

originate?
T-.

.

. .

.

B. When did the project originate? -

.

. -

'

.

-

C. When did you first establish
1

jelationships with

key personp? .,

. :-...

.

_

,O. When did you establish relatioilships with the direct
clients of tkie projtbcwith people in key power posi-
tions with raSpect to the prOjeci, those who author-

--ize, who unlock the doors to funds, resources, .

clients, etc.? r
i

.

-3--"-'

.

.

4

.

,

E. When did you establish relationships with the in:-
direct clients of theprojectr. y

,.....---,.

-

F. When did you becpme aware of the'problem described
in your project?

r

Ar

G. When did you complete the initial needs assessment? .1

U. When did you begin the reassessment or ongoing
need definition? -,

. .

:
.1.

..

.

I. When were objectives first es;ablished? .

J. Have your objectives been altered? I f'so, when?
,

.

K. ellictn were you notified of official approval of

' project funding? ,
.

. ;

.,

i .

L. When did you initiate a resource search? When

did you seek out resources?
. .

.

.
,

M. PI en did you actually.begin implemeetation of .

your project?
.

t

,

. .

.

',

. .

N. Have you conduCted diffusion activites? so ,

when did you begin? .

.

.

.

.

. .

0. Uhe rwere outcomes pf'the project evaluated or ...

: benefiti agsessed\tn any formal sense?
",

.
4

.

'

. f ,

.
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0 ..
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